You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for MOTOROLA ATRIX. You'll
find the answers to all your questions on the MOTOROLA ATRIX in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice,
size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
motorola.com/accessibility FEATURE DESCRIPTION HANDSET HARDWARE INFORMATION Handset weight Weight of the handset/device with battery
fitted Standby Time / Talk Standby time (in days) and Talk Time (in hours) Time Headset - plug Alternative headset can be connected in lieu of handset
connected Does the device have a 2.5mm, 3.5mm, USB or proprietary Headset - plug type connection? Touch Screen Does the device have a touch screen?
Touch Screen - Heat If Device is Touchscreen - Is the touch screen heat activated Activated Easy Battery Placement Is Battery clearly marked for proper
orientation/placement Easy to Press Keys Keys on the keypad are easy to press Key Identification Are individual keys easily discernible to the user?
Discernment How are the keys discernible: (1) separate keys; (2) use of ridges Key Identification to define; or (3) other Key center point What is the distance
from the centre point of one alpha-numeric distance key to another? Keypad Layout Does the phone feature a QWERTY keypad? @@@@@@@@ Backlight
for Keypad Is there a backlight for the keypad? Display Characteristics - Adjustable Contrast Is the contrast for the display adjustable? Control Display
Characteristics - Adjustable Brightness Is the brightness of the display adjustable? Control Display Characteristics What is the size of the main display? Main Display Size Display Characteristics - Main Display What is the resolution of the main display? Resolution Display Characteristics Is the display
backlit? - Backlight for Display DETAIL 135 Grams 14.5 Days 11 Hrs Yes 3.5mm headset jack Yes Yes No N/A N/A N/A . N/A mm No No N/A No N/A N/A No
Yes Information Not Available 540 x 960 pixels Yes Display Characteristics Are methods other than colour to used display information (eg - Colour
Differention. images/ text/font etc) on the display? Display Characteristics Can the user select to display the menu in Grid or List form using - Symbols/Icons
Symbols/Icons? Display Characteristics Does the main display have a screen flickers rate of less than 2 - Screen Flicker Hz or greater than 60 Hz? Operating
System Which operating system does the product use? Internet Capability Is the device internet capable? MOBILITY/DEXTERITY FEATURES Full Duplex
Does the phone have full duplex speaker phone capability? Speaker-Phone Capable Handsfree Can the phone be operated hands-free after a call has been
Speaker-Phone Capable initiated? Text Messaging Service Can all the text message features supported be read, composed Capable and sent using the phone's
screen and/or keypad Can the phone predicts a whole word from the first few letters of Predictive Text Input the word being typed using an inbuilt dictionary
(for SMS/MMS use)? Are keys recessed or guarded in some way to make them easier to Guarded/recessed keys press and reduce the possibility of pressing the
wrong key? Device Coupling - Cable Can a device be connected to the phone by using a cable? @@@@@@ Does the product have a flat back for table top
operations? Does the phone support automatic answering of calls? Does the phone support the automatic redialing of numbers? Can the user answer the call
by pressing any key? @@@@@@@@@@@@@@ The number on the number key is spoken when pressed. @@@@@@@@ Can the user adjust the font
style? Can the user adjust the character size of the font? Does the phone support automatic answering of calls? Can the user personalize shortcuts?
@@@@@@@@@@@@ Visual Indicators on Whether there is a visual indicator on the display to indicate the Display - Line Status line status (i.e on-line)
Whether there is a visual indicator on the display to indicate Visual Indicators on whether any enhancements are connected (Loopset, Headset or Display Enhancements TTY/Textphone) Messaging Options Whether text messaging or SMS is supported.
Text Messaging/SMS Messaging Options Whether email is supported. Email Messaging Options - IM Whether instant messaging is supported. Messaging
Options Whether Multimedia Messaging (MMS) - that is messages that can MMS include images, audio, and/or video clips are supported. Messaging Options
Whether Predictive Text is supported. Predictive Text SMS Personalisation and Whether the phone allows user to save a personalised SMS Reuse message for
future use.
Video Conferencing Whether Two-way Video Conferencing is supported. Whether magnetic coupling is provided for telecoil (T-coil) equipped Hearing Aid
Compatibility hearing aids. Key Feedback Whether the number being dialed is displayed on the screen. Displayed Ringer Volume Whether adjustment of the
ringing volume is possible. Adjustable Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes N/A Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Call Logs HAC Rating
COGNITION FEATURES Time-Independent Responses Time-Dependent Response Adjustment Simple Reminders Assistance Instructions Adjustable Scroll
Speed Photo Associated Telephone Book Simple Instructions Allows the user to see the missed, received and dialed calls.
The 'M' and 'T' Rating of the device when tested on US frequency bands. If you use your hearing aid in Microphone mode (M), look for a phone with an M3 or
M4 rating. If you prefer telecoil coupling (T), look for a phone with T3 or T4 rating. Yes Information Not Available Indicates whether responses independent
of time. @@@@@@@@ Yes N/A Yes N/A N/A Yes N/A ADDITIONAL FEATURES Alternative format User The User Manual is available in alternative
formats Manual Yes Touch Tablet product with virtual keypad; Haptics when using touchscreen; Text-to-Speech Readout of: Settings menu, Time and date,
Battery level, Menu name, Alphanumeric characters during phone book entry, Volume level, Ring alert style, My phone number, Signal strength, Caller
identification, Dialed digits, Phone book contacts, Missed / received calls, Alphanumeric characters during SMS message composition, Voicemail alerts, New
SMS messages, VR name dialing, VR digit dialing Any Other Additional Features Additional features that may benefit people with disabilities ( i.e the
possibility to connect additional accessories such as external keyboard or devices for synthesizing voice) OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES Related accessories that
may also benefit people with disabilities. Yes This template is copyright © 2011 MMF All Rights Reserved GARI Project Website
www.mobileaccessibility.info .
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